
where c assigns the angle of orientation of the field relative to
the crystallographic axes: Hc � �0;Hc sinc;Hc cosc�.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of the critical field on the
angle for the following parameters of the material:
A � 3�10ÿ7 erg cmÿ1, q0 � 106 cmÿ1 (corresponding to
the cycloid period of 62 nm), w? � 4:7� 10ÿ5, ms � 5 G
[45], and Ku � 3� 105 erg cmÿ3 (including the magnetic
anisotropy K 0

u � 6� 105 erg cmÿ3 and also the contribution
caused by weak ferromagnetism, KDM � ÿm 2

s =�2w?� �
ÿ3� 105 erg cmÿ3 [74]). Let us again emphasize that these
results were obtained neglecting the deformation of the
cycloid shape in an external magnetic field, i.e., on the
assumption that the cycloid remains harmonic and is
described by dependence (A.1) and by the wave vector q0
(A.3).
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Terahertz spectroscopy
and the magnetoelectric properties
of manganite-based multiferroics

A A Mukhin, V Yu Ivanov, V D Travkin,
A S Prokhorov, A A Volkov, A V Pimenov,
A M Shuvaev, A Loidl

In this report, we present the results of magnetic, magneto-
electric, and terahertz (3±40 cmÿ1) spectroscopic studies of
several manganese multiferroics (TbMnO3, Eu1ÿxYxMnO3,
0 < x4 0:5) possessing a spatially modulated spin structure
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(sinusoidal, cycloidal) in which, together with the usual
magnetically active spin excitations, new modes, namely,
electromagnons excited by an electric field, have been
discovered. The behavior of these excitations in diverse
spontaneous and magnetic-field-induced phase transitions
and their connection with the magnetic structure have been
studied. It has been established that if the modulated
structure is suppressed by a magnetic field, the electromag-
nons disappear, and this is accompanied by significant
changes in the dielectric constant of the multiferroic.

Recently, ever increasing interest has been observed in
substances in which magnetic and ferroelectric orderings
(multiferroics) coexist and in which the corresponding
magnetic and electric degrees of freedom are coupled [1±5].
This not only governs new physical properties of such
substances, but also gives the possibility of controlling their
state by external magnetic or electric fields, which opens up
good prospects for creating new functional materials and
devices based on them.

A great response in recent years was generated by the
discovery of new classes of multiferroics, in which the
ferroelectric ordering has an improper nature and is con-
nected with the specific features of the magnetic structure of
these substances, while the magnetoelectric coupling is
manifested substantially more strongly than in known
ferroelectromagnets [6]. A common feature of such multi-
ferroics is the presence in them of competition (frustration) of
exchange interactions and the formation of incommensurate
magnetic structures, including those of a cycloidal type, which
possess ferroelectric properties.

Such properties were first discovered in some orthorhom-
bic (space group of symmetry Pbnm) RMnO3 (R � Tb, Dy,
Gd) manganites [7±10]. In these manganites, at temperatures
below theNeÂ el pointTN there is formed a spatially modulated
sinusoidal magnetic structure with spins directed along the
b-axis, which with a further decrease in temperature trans-
forms either to the usual canted antiferromagnetic structure
AyFz (Eu, Gd) or to a cycloidal (spiral) structure (Tb, Dy)
[11], which possesses a spontaneous electric polarization. The
reorientation of the electric polarization in a magnetic field,
revealed in TbMnO3 andDyMnO3 compounds [7±9], testifies
to the presence of strong magnetoelectric coupling in these
multiferroics.

The presence of this strongmagnetoelectric couplingmust
be manifested in both the static and the dynamic (spectro-
scopic) properties of these multiferroics and can lead to the
appearance of new magnetoelectric excitations. Such spin
modes excited by an electric high-frequency field, which are
called electromagnons, have been revealed in TbMnO3 and
GdMnO3 in a terahertz wavelength range in our recent work
[12]. A characteristic property of these excitations is that they
make a significant contribution to the dielectric constant of
the system. Similar electroactive spin excitations were dis-
covered later in the multiferroics YMn2O5 and TbMn2O5

[13], and Eu1ÿxYxMnO3 [14±16]. Now, extensive experimen-
tal studies are being conducted in this area [17±22]. To explain
the observed ferroelectric properties andmagnetoelectric spin
excitations in multiferroics with modulated spin structures,
both phenomenological approaches [23, 24] and microscopic
models [25±28] have been proposed; however, no complete
explanation of these phenomena exists as yet.

In this report, we present the results of magnetic,
magnetoelectric, and terahertz spectroscopic studies of
several manganese multiferroics (TbMnO3, Eu1ÿxYxMnO3,

0< x4 0:5), part of which have been published in our
previous works [12, 15, 16, 20, 29±31]. The transmission
spectra T�n� were measured using the technique of quasi-
optical polarization BWO spectroscopy [32, 33] (BWO is a
backward-wave oscillator) in the range of frequencies
n � 3ÿ40 cmÿ1 at temperatures of 3±300 K and magnetic
fields of up to 8 T. As specimens, plane-parallel oriented
plates of single crystals of manganites with a thickness of
about 1 mm and lateral dimensions of approximately 7±9 mm
were utilized, which were grown by zone melting with
radiation heating. The procedure used makes it possible to
obtain spectra of the dielectric (magnetic) constant and the
complete set of the parameters of resonance modes, including
not only frequencies and widths of lines, but also their
intensities (contributions to the dielectric or magnetic
susceptibilities) [34].

Let us examine, first, the spectroscopic properties of the
most studied manganite TbMnO3, in which at the NeÂ el point
TN � 42 K there appears initially a longitudinal sinusoidal
spin-density wave with a wave vector k and the direction of
spins of Mn3� along the crystallographic b-axis, which, as the
temperature decreases to T � 27ÿ28 K, passes into a
cycloidal structure with a vector k also directed along the
b-axis; this transition is accompanied by the appearance of
polarization, and for T < 9 K an antiferromagnetic ordering
of the Tb subsystem occurs [7, 11].

Figure 1 depicts examples of the TbMnO3 transmission
spectra taken using different geometries of experiment. A
characteristic property of these transmission spectra is the
presence of transmission oscillations due to the interference of
the electromagnetic wave in the sample, against the back-
ground of which the resonance modes are observed. The most
intense absorption lines are observed upon the eka polariza-
tion (Fig. 1c); they are virtually independent of the polariza-
tion of the high-frequency magnetic field h and represent
electroactive modes (electromagnons) [12]. Notice the pre-
sence of a fine structure (splitting) of the electromagnonmode
marked by arrows in Fig. 1. In two other polarizations,
namely, hkc, ekb and hkb, ekc, presented in Figs 1a and
1b, respectively, absorption lines are also observed at
approximately the same frequencies as for the electromag-
nons, but their intensity is several orders of magnitude less
than the intensity of the electromagnon lines. These weaker
lines are identified as the modes characteristic of antiferro-
magnetic resonance (AFMR).

Figure 2 depicts the temperature dependences of reso-
nance frequencies of modes observed in TbMnO3. Notice the
coincidence of the frequencies of two AFMR modes at the
polarizations hkc and hkb (designated by empty circles and
squares) with the frequencies of the electromagnons excited in
the polarization eka (shown by solid symbols), which makes
it possible to suggest a mixed, magnetoactive and electro-
active, nature of these excitations. An analysis reveals that the
spin oscillations in this mode correspond to a deflection of the
plane of the spin rotation (antiferromagnetic vector) in the
cycloid from the crystal plane bc, which is accompanied by the
appearance of a dynamic component of the electric polariza-
tion directed along the a-axis. Another AFMR mode
(designated in Fig. 2 by triangles), which is excited only by a
magnetic field hk a, corresponds to the oscillations of the
antiferromagnetic moment in the plane bc of the cycloid and
is a phason type mode. The lowest-frequency mode at hka
(inverted triangles), which appears with the ordering of Tb3�

ions, is apparently connected with excitations in the rare-
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earth subsystem. In the cycloidal ferroelectric phase, the
frequencies of the electromagnons and AFMR are suffi-
ciently well identified, in spite of their noticeable widths, but
upon transition to the sinusoidal phase for T > 27 K the
frequency position of the electromagnons is now no longer
very definite because of the strong broadening; therefore, the
increase in their frequency (see Fig. 2) reflects in fact a strong
increase in the linewidth. Note also that at the transition to
the paramagnetic phase a noticeable absorption is observed,
which appears to be connectedwith spin fluctuations; in Fig. 2
this is reflected in some curves going into the temperature
range that exceeds TN.

Also shown in Fig. 2 (asterisks) are the frequencies of
some modes observed in TbMnO3 with the aid of the inelastic
neutron scattering (INS) method [18, 19], which on the whole
agree with the excitations discovered by us. Worthy of note is
the fact that these modes correspond to inhomogeneous
oscillations with the wave vector k0 � 0:28 directed along
the b-axis, which coincides with the wave vector km of the
static modulated magnetic structure, km � k0. Therefore, the
excitation of these oscillations in the quasioptical spectra by a
practically uniform electromagnetic field with a wave vector
kph � 0 is accomplished with the participation of Umklapp
processes and does not violate the law of conservation of
momentum: kph � km ÿ k0 � 0.

Examples of the manifestation of electromagnons in the
spectra of the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric
constant e�n� � e1�n� � ie2�n� and their suppression in a
magnetic field Bkc are illustrated in Fig. 3. It is seen that
two electromagnonmodes observed atB � 0 at frequencies of
� 16 and 24 cmÿ1 disappear upon application of a magnetic
field of 8 T along the c-axis; under its action, the cycloidal spin
structure passes into a usual canted antiferromagnetic phase
[8, 9, 12]. In the magnetic field directed along a- or b-axis,
which induces the reorientation of the spin cycloid into the
plane ab, and of the spontaneous polarization from c-axis to
a-axis, the electromagnon modes are retained and become
split into several components [31]. This is indicative of a close
interconnection between the electromagnons and the spin
structure of the system.

Let us now examine the magnetoelectric and terahertz
spectroscopic properties of the new family of multiferroics on
the base of yttrium-doped Eu1ÿxYxMnO3 manganites
�0 < x4 0:5� [15, 16, 29, 30]. An attractive feature of this
system is that it presents the possibility of purposefully
controlling and changing the type of magnetic orderingÐ
from the canted antiferromagnetic phase to the spatially
modulated magnetic structures that possess a spontaneous
electric polarizationÐby varying the degree of orthorhom-
bic distortions of the crystal lattice and MnÿOÿMn bond
angles determining the relationships between the different
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contributions to the exchange interactions. Furthermore,
rare-earth magnetism is virtually absent in this system,
which makes it possible to directly follow the Mn subsystem.
Studies of magnetic, dielectric, and ferroelectric properties of
these systems have revealed the existence of diverse sponta-
neous and field-induced phase transitions, which indicate the
occurrence of a close interconnection between the electric
polarization and the magnetic structure [29, 30].

Figure 4a illustrates the examples of temperature depen-
dences of magnetization s in the magnetic field of 10 kOe,
dielectric constants e, and polarizations P of the crystal
Eu0.6Y0.4MnO3. It is seen that the transition to the sinusoidal
incommensurate (IC) phase causes a bend in the sb�T �
dependence at TN, and the subsequent transition to the
ferroelectric (FE) cycloidal phase at TFE is accompanied not
only by the appearance of polarization P, but also by
anomalies in sa�T �, ea�T �, and ec�T �. Near TFE, a sponta-
neous reorientation of polarization was revealed from the
c-axis to a-axis. At small concentrations �x < 0:2�, the ground
state at low temperatures is already the usual canted
antiferromagnetic (CAF) structure into which the system
passes from the sinusoidal paraelectric phase. In the inter-
mediate region �x � 0:2�, the behavior of the system has a
clearly pronounced hysteretic nature and depends on the
sample prehistory: when cooling in the absence of a field, an
FE phase is realized up to quite low temperatures, while upon
cooling in a rather weak fieldHkc (� 1 kOe) a transition to a
canted antiferromagnetic phase occurs. Figure 4b displays the

Tÿx phase diagram which illustrates the magnetic and
electric states discovered in the Eu1ÿxYxMnO3 system.

Let us now turn to the terahertz spectroscopic properties
of Eu1ÿxYxMnO3 compound (see also Refs [15, 16]). Figure
5a displays transmission spectra for a weakly doped
Eu0.9Y0.1MnO3 in the polarization eka, hkc, in which,

24
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according to the phase diagram, a phase transition first occurs
to the IC phase and then to the usual CAF state. It is seen that,
as the temperature decreases, a wide absorption band appears
in the sinusoidal phase (at T � 35 K), which represents an
electromagnon (EM) mode excited by a high-frequency field
eka. Upon phase transition to the canted antiferromagnetic
phase, the electromagnon disappears, the sample becomes
more transparent, and a relatively narrow absorption line
appears (atT � 30K), which represents a quasiantiferromag-
netic AFMR mode excited by the magnetic field hkc. With a
further decrease in temperature, the frequency of this mode
grows and the width diminishes.

Figure 5b depicts the temperature dependences of the
parameters of the electromagnon and quasiferromagnetic (F)
and quasiantiferromagnetic (AF) modes of AFMR, which
were obtained by processing transmission spectra with the use
of the oscillator model for the frequency dispersion of the
permittivity �e� and permeability �m�. Note the relaxation
nature of the electromagnon mode whose linewidth exceeds
the frequency, and also the noticeable contribution of this
mode, De � 1:5, to the permittivity. Worthy of note is also a
considerable decrease in the linewidths of the F and AF
modes of the AFMR upon transition to the canted anti-
ferromagnetic state.

At higher yttrium concentrations, when a cycloidal ferro-
electric phase with a polarization along the a-axis becomes the
ground state of the system at low temperatures, the electro-
magnons, as in TbMnO3, represent well identified intense
resonance modes observed at eka. Figure 6 gives, as an
example, the low-temperature spectra of the real and
imaginary parts of the dielectric constant of an
Eu1ÿxYxMnO3 compound at x � 0:2 and 0.5, which clearly
demonstrate these modes. They have close frequencies, and
their contribution to the dielectric constant grows substan-
tially with an increase in the concentration x (from De � 2 at
x � 0:2 to De � 7ÿ8 at x � 0:5), which points to the
enhancement of the corresponding magnetoelectric interac-
tion.
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the AFMR. Vertical dotted lines denote phase boundaries.
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Although no consistent microscopic theory for describing
the mechanisms of the appearance of ferroelectricity and
dynamic coupling in the multiferroics studied has yet been
developed, it is already clear that the electric polarization
vector appears as a result of breaking the centrosymmetricity
of the system due to the appearance (in a specific temperature
interval) of cycloidal magnetic structures incommensurate
with the crystal lattice. At present, the most widely applied
mechanism is the exchange-relativistic inhomogeneous mag-
netoelectric interaction which leads to the appearance of a
local polarization vector p � �ei j�SiSj�

�
with a noncollinear

arrangement of the adjacent spins, where ei j is the vector that
connects spins Si and Sj [23, 25, 26] (Dzyaloshinskii±Moriya
exchange interaction). The total polarization vector for this
cycloidal structure proves to be proportional to the vector
product of the wave vector k of themagnetic structure and the
normal e to the plane of the spin rotation:P � �ek� [23]. In the
continuum approximation, as follows from a group-theore-
tical analysis, the observed ferroelectric properties of these
multiferroics are caused by a Lifshitz type inhomogeneous
magnetoelectric interaction:

Fme � ÿaxPx

�
Ax

qAy

qy
ÿ Ay

qAx

qy

�

ÿ azPz

�
Az

qAy

qy
ÿ Ay

qAz

qy

�
;

where A is the antiferromagnetic vector [12, 20], which both
leads to a spontaneous polarization and determines the
contribution to the dielectric constant and the coupling of
the homogeneous electric field with spin excitations.With this
type of magnetoelectric interaction, the change in the plane of
rotation of Mn3� spins in the cycloid from bc to ab should
lead to a change in the excitation condition of electromagnons
(eka! ekc); however, as follows from our and other
investigations, this is not the case, and the electromagnons
are observed only at the eka polarization. This means that
another type of magnetoelectric coupling can also exist,
which has been suggested recently in Ref. [22]. This type of
magnetoelectric coupling, which has an exchange origin, is
related to specific features of the crystal structure and
determines the contribution to the dielectric constant along
the a-axis irrespective of the cycloid orientation. However, as
was revealed, this contribution comes only from high-lying
spin excitations corresponding to the Brillouin zone bound-
ary. Therefore, there is no full understanding of what role is
played by the magnetoelectric interactions of this type in the
formation of the electromagnon response, and the problem
calls for additional investigations.
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Heteroepitaxial films
of a bismuth ferrite multiferroic doped
with neodymium

V M Mukhortov, Yu I Golovko, Yu I Yuzyuk

The possibility of the coexistence of spontaneous magnetic
moments and electric polarization does not contradict the
general criteria for the formation of ferromagnetism and
ferroelectricity as separate phenomena. The magnetic order-
ing is determined by the exchange interaction of electron
spins, while ferroelectric ordering by a redistribution of
charge density in the crystal lattice. Bismuth ferrite (BiFeO3)
is one of the first ferroelectromagnets in which there were
discovered ferroelectric [1, 2] and antiferromagnetic [3, 4]
ordering with uniquely high temperatures of electric
(Tc � 1083 K) and magnetic (TN � 643 K) ordering, but the
high electrical conductivity of the samples hampered their
study and practical implementation [5].

At room temperature, the crystal structure of a bismuth
ferrite single crystal is described by the space group R3c. Its
rhombohedral unit cell (a � 0:562 nm, a � 59:35�) contains
two formula units. The spontaneous polarization is oriented
in the direction �111� of the pseudocubic perovskite unit cell.
G type antiferromagnetic ordering appears when the mag-
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